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Lower Magpie River Put-in:
50°41’50’’N and 64°34’56’’W
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Eva Lasko walking the colourful streets of Guatape, a colonial town near the Samana drainage.
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The easy flatwater at the start of the Nechi offers
no hint of the intensity that awaits downstream.

Another Colombian wonder near San Guil, one of the other boating destinations in Colombia.

Locals and the rare foreign kayaker have come to Colombia for decades, but for decades too, the climate
of violence and civil war left little room for whitewater adventures. With security improving drastically in
recent years, more and more paddlers have been able to experience the true face of Colombian culture
and whitewater. In this vast land of mountainous jungle and ample rainfall, few of the areas have been
explored and many first descents remain. Each year brings more paddlers, and every year new tales are
added to the history of Colombian whitewater.
Words: Jules Domine - Photography: Eric Parker
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A great example of Colombian congeniality, Todd Wells making
friends on the highway.

Rivers of Antioquia

Tiendas are life saving: usually open 24/7, strategically located near bridges, and always
furnished with snacks and cold beer.
Photo: ©Honza Lasko

A FRESHLY DISCOVERED WHITEWATER PARADISE!

Fabian Alejandro Bonanno showing the boys how it’s done on one of the many fun drops of the Caldera.

From the icecap-covered summits of the Sierra Nevada to the
white beaches of the Caribbean coast, from the thick jungles of
the Amazonian headwaters to the deserts of la Guarjia, Colombia
has climate and topography to suit nearly any taste. Two huge
mountain ranges divide the country north to south, from which
flow more rivers than one could paddle in a lifetime. Due to its
proximity to the equator, temperature varies far more by elevation
than by season and, while there are drier and wetter months of the
year, there is always water in Colombia. Significant rainstorms can
strike randomly at any time of year, causing huge fluctuations in
water levels and creating a unique set of risks and challenges for
paddlers in the region.
The state of Antioquia is where Colombia really shines. The capital
city, Medellín, once had a reputation of violence and corruption
associated with drug trafficking. Called the city of everlasting
spring due to its mild temperatures and perfect weather patterns,
nowadays, it is a lively modern city with internationally recognized,
progressive projects in public transportation, art, music and public
parks. Medellín is nestled in a mid-elevation valley on the western
flank of the huge cordillera that separates the valleys of the two
major rivers of Colombia, the Magdalena and the Cauca. This
particular location provides an incredible diversity of landscapes.
Each of the surrounding valleys is under the influence of a different
microclimate, and even the geology can greatly vary within a
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small area. Medellín’s location and atmosphere make it a perfect
strategic base, and a few hours of driving provide access to
exceptional backcountry and the whitewater it holds.
The Cauca River flows on the western side of Medellín, originating
in the south and flowing all the way north to the Caribbean Sea.
Around Medellín, many mid-size rivers take their sources on the high
plateaus and cascade down to meet the water of the Cauca.
High population and good accessibility on these tributaries make
this one of the rare places in Colombia where paddlers can find
roadside day runs. Farther north as the Cauca drops out of the
mountains toward the Caribbean, the sections of the Cauca are
characterized by dense jungle and high levels of precipitation; it
is a blank spot on the map for kayakers, waiting to be explored!
On the eastern side of the cordillera, rivers of all size and difficulty
flow through a maze of jungle-covered mountains to create the
Samana drainage, eventually emptying into the Magdalena.
Water is abundant and the abrupt landscape is home to many
whitewater gems.
The Samana Drainage: Vast Whitewater Playground
The Samana drainage is made unique by the lush jungle and white
granite, as well as by the ability to link consecutive sections of river,
dropping from small creeks into big, powerful rivers in a matter of
days.

The Nechi was full of the unexpected, such as sketchy rappels over siphons. Here, Fabian Alejandro Bonanno, secured by Benny Marr and
Jules Domine, makes the final rappel after zip-lining 7 boats across the valley.

As an example, starting on the Río Cocorna, two days of steep
creeking will take paddlers to the Caldera. Another day of epic
whitewater would lead to the magnificent canyon and huge rolling
waves of the Verde, which in turn would lead to the wonderland
of clean, powerful big water that is the Samana. This story can be
repeated on many different sections of river, with various resupply
points along the way. It only takes kayakers a bit of ingenuity and
local knowledge to access the higher valleys, while some calm
and patience are required to travel the long dirt roads that serve
the lower lands. Regardless, the reward is always very worth it!
Caldera
The Caldera is a plunge into the jungle, a big river squeezed
between massive boulders falling from the plateau of Cocorna to
the canyon of the Samana. There is no whitewater similar to the
Caldera. It has the volume and steepness of a Norwegian creek,
sometimes flowing open in boulder gardens, other times through
walled-in, sculpted granite canyons. From the first paddle stroke
on meandering class two, it is obvious the beautiful Caldera has
potential. The white granite bedrock creates low angle walls that
quickly disappear into thick jungle. The high water line between the

rock and jungle is often covered in the bloom of bright red flowers;
these tri-colored shores of grey, red and green create the magical
ambiance typical of Colombian rivers.
Dropping deeper into the run, the Caldera gets increasingly intense
and soon the river itself begins to demand attention. The valley
becomes more restricted, the rapids longer and the drops taller.
The river peaks after about eight kilometers, with a section know
as “Gracias a Dios,” named by Jules Domine and Morgan Arnaud,
who were grateful for this rewarding discovery. Massive boulders
at the top of the section channelize the water into a constricted
canyon, dropping over 100 meters in elevation. A total of eight
ultra-precise moves and very little room for error make Gracias a
Dios a high stakes proposition. If anything goes awry, hiking out
would take several days of jungle bushwhacking. Fortunately,
nature is well made and, if needed, the section can be walked
on river right.
Even if paddlers choose to walk Gracias a Dios, the Caldera still has
copious big drops downstream. The style, smoother, leaves room
for play and seeking out fun, technical moves. Little by little, the
pace slows down.
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Typical food is cheap and available everywhere. There is nothing like chorizo (sausage) and arepa
(flatbread) before heading to the river!

Rivers of Antioquia

Photo: ©Thomas Andrassy

A FRESHLY DISCOVERED WHITEWATER PARADISE!

Dams in Colombia

Photo: ©Thomas Andrassy

In the ‘70s, the first wave of damming struck Colombia.
Antioquia, with its steep mountains and heavy rain,
provided many profitable locations for dam building.
Some drainages were decimated, such as the Guatape
(a tributary to the Samana), which was totally wiped
out by a series of four dams that turned the valley in a
succession of lakes and dewatered river. Damming has
had a huge impact in Colombia because of the fragile
character of the microclimate and ecosystem of every
watershed, and the second wave is currently under
way at even bigger scales. If nothing is done, in the
next decade, 80% of the tributaries of the Samana will
be dammed for hydroelectric production, including 2
mega projects on the Samana itself. The Cauca has
been very recently diverted, only a few weeks after
the first descent. Project Ituango, as it is referred to, is
the fifth largest project in South America. This giant wall,
with completion projected in 2018, will create a 134 km
long reservoir, stopping the free flow of Colombia’s
second major artery. A booming economy, along
with a strong presence of big multinational companies
and corrupt politics, makes this battle hard to fight.
Hopefully the development of watersport can help to
the preservation of the free-flowing rivers of Colombia.

The Grand Gorge of the Cauca turned out to be an amazing big water playground. Here, Benny Marr making most of it with a huge kickflip!

Local cowboys handling cattle: a typical scene from the campo (countryside).

From the put-in for the Cauca in Santa Fe the huge valley will soon narrow to a
width of a few hundred meters.

Within another two hours, the Caldera meets the Verde and morphs
into a different place. The river meanders lazily in a magnificent
jungle canyon, occasionally rocking paddlers with big rolling
waves. It is a perfect place to rest for the night. Within 20 km of
the confluence with the Caldera, the Verde crosses the MedellínBogotá Highway, and soon joins the Río Samana.
Río Samana
The Samana is the local river queen, big and powerful, constricted
between carved low granite walls. Her waters eroded their way out
of the mountains, creating a deep valley cloaked in dense jungle.
Small crystal clear creeks cascade into the Samana, with hidden
waterfalls and pristine swimming pools. An incredible diversity of
birds and butterflies can be observed at all times.
The beauty of nature is equaled only by the quality and smoothness
of the whitewater. This 40-km swath through the mountains, packed
with big water class 4 and huge play waves, provides satisfaction
to a wide range of paddlers. At some points, gigantic boulders
obstruct the riverbed, turning the glassy current into swirly hydraulics
and perfect round humps of green water, outrageously fun to
boof. Occasionally, the Samana cranks up, but with reasonable
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water levels, it never gets dangerous. The only two class 5 rapids
can be sneaked.
Completing the descent can be done in as little as four hours, but
the various play features are likely to delay your progression. Around
every corner, another dream camp spot appears and spending a
night on the river is strongly recommended. Samana is something to
appreciate at a slow pace! As appealing as camping on a sandy
beach can be, it would be foolish to set up below the high water
mark. A quick rise of the water level can occurs without warning,
and reports of overnight fluctuations up to ten meters are frequent.
About seven kilometers from the small take-out village of Narisse
paddlers will come across the outlet of the San Carlos hydroelectric
station. The 2 huge pipe pumps anywhere from zero to 1000
cumecs into the last gorge, affecting the water levels significantly.
The service road of the pipe leaves paddlers the option of hiking
out or committing to this final, substantially harder section.
All sorts of flows have been probed and even at ridiculous flood stage,
this canyon remains paddelable! Low water brings clean, pool-drop
class 5, comparable to a warm, sunny version of some of the easier
stretches of the Stikine. Add another 15 meters and the run turns into a

bizarre, five-kilometer whitewater mess! The water flushes down, with
huge holes appearing and disappearing while swirly currents smash
you in every direction. The rapids are literally transformed and no
scouting is possible—attempting this bit at such water levels is only for
people with a developed taste for survival boating!
Having paddled the gorge or not, the village of Narrisse will
welcome kayakers with cold beer and freshly caught fish. After
repeated visits to the town, villager grew accustomed to our
unexpected appearances. Most of the economy of the “pueblo”
consists of fishing and artisanal gold mining; in other words, their
lifestyle is very linked to the river. Fishermen and miners are aware of
the power of the currents and observe great respect for the waters
that sustain their community. The novelty of our sport and its deep
connection with the river fascinates them.
Cauca
The Cauca drains half the country south to north. While its tributaries
offer some excellent day runs around Medellín, surprisingly, almost
no whitewater is to be found on the river itself, except for the 80
km where it rushes out of the mountains into the north to reach
the Magdalena near the Caribbean coast. The rivers of northern

Antioquia have long interested kayakers but access for exploratory
missions has always been risky, as the area was one of the major
conflict zones during the war. Looking into was area is probably
risky, given the number of other safe options available, but the lure
of the forbidden is often too great to resist. In the fall of 2013, an
international team of paddlers gave in to the temptation and set
out for the Cauca and another river of the north, the Nechi.
Through research, interesting yet discouraging facts on the Cauca
were brought to light: it drains about 10 million people’s sewage,
its shores are heavily mined, and the biggest hydroelectric project
of the nation is being built in Ituango, the put-in for the whitewater
section. Those unsavory insights set aside, it also seemed certain
that deep down in the biggest canyon of Colombia would lie some
of the best whitewater there is to experience.
Two options exist for running the Cauca: put in high up in Santa Fe de
Antioquia for the full 80-km run or put in right above the Grand Gorge
at Ituango, getting the last action-packed 20 km. A warm up on the
upper stretch sets paddlers up perfectly for the final gorges. Also,
given the situation at Ituango (see sidebar on Dams in Colombia) it is
probably not a good idea to attract too much attention.
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A typical, chaotic Colombian street: Ambulant vendors appear at any time, selling food,
electronics, clothes, movies...

Rivers of Antioquia
A FRESHLY DISCOVERED WHITEWATER PARADISE!

Donkeys are the only option to access the most remote areas.

Todd Wells styling the second descent of the Gracias a Dios Section on the Caldera. Photo Eric Parker

From Santa Fe, the scenery is immense; dry mountains block the
horizon and the Cauca meanders north into the hills. It is advisable
not to go too far the first day, as penetrating deeper into the
mountains, illegal mines pop up like mushrooms. The area also
used to be the headquarters of various armed groups and, even
if the situation is a lot calmer now, caution is always advised. The
river eventually drops between two mountains, but is not walled in.
Mostly swiftly moving flat water, the Cauca sometimes rolls into big
rapids. The whitewater itself is not hard, but with at least five BIG,
incredible playspots to be enjoyed on the upper section, freestyle
fans will miss their playboats. For 60 kilometers, the Cauca continues
with similar whitewater but more and more people on its shores. The
traditional gold mining process gives way to mining by mechanical
means and the scars of this intrusive technique are highly visible.
Near the bridge of Ituango, marking the entrance to the Grand
Gorge, the vegetation switches from dry grassy slopes to a thick
jungle cover. This is the only resupply point of the run, but not
recommended for camping. The only choice is to seek a wellhidden place to spend the night lower in the canyon.
As the rapids build up during the first kilometers of the gorge,
excitement grows for the gigantic hydraulics. Unfortunately, the
sound of the mining machines will quickly destroy the brief harmony
with the river; it is just the beginning and it is already a huge mess.
On both sides of the river canyon, the earth is scraped bare up to a
height of more than 300 meters. Cables, machines, concrete and
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dust are everywhere, eating up the jungle like parasites. Under the
HidroItunago project, a 243-meter high wall is being erected, and
soon the valley will be drowned up to Santa Fe, at great cost to the
environment and local population.
Further on, the whitewater is powerful but not very continuous. In
some aspects, the Cauca is the big brother of the Samana. The
main rapids offer huge lines and big surf waves, but paddlers can
also choose to stay away from the big features. Every rapid is a
playground and lapping them is easy. Kickflips, blunts, boofs, and
plugs are all possible and every major feature is backed up by a big
pool! Waves up to five meters tall will send you flying, while house
size holes will inevitably introduce you to the subaquatic world of
the Cauca. This is the ultimate big water run!
The river gets progressively flatter and jet boats come up the river
to supply isolated communities. Soon the village of Puerto Valdivia
comes into sight. It is a strategic take out because, farther down,
the valley opens up, wide, flat, and horribly hot and humid.
Depending on paddlers’ physical and moral state at the take-out,
multiple other valleys can be explored from this location. The ríos
Nechi, Anori and Spiritu Santo all present interesting watersheds,
the only limits being the ability to survive in the jungle and to
commit to these insecure areas.

Jules Domine enjoying one of the many huge features of the Cauca.

Nechi
The Nechi is wrapped in mystery. On its paddelable course,
from Yarumal to Puerto Nechi, the river cuts through a remote
part of the mountain range that hosts the Cauca. None of the
previous exploratory missions succeeded in lifting the dense
cloud of unknown that haunts this land. Five years ago, a party of
experienced kayakers drove to the put-in of the Anori (a tributary of
the Nechi), only to be turned away by military personnel restricting
access to the zone.
The illegal character of the local agriculture is one of the risks of the
Nechi. Heinous portages and incredibly challenging whitewater
are two others. In equal proportion, these three factors turned
the recent first descent of the Nechi into an intense and stressful
experience, unlikely to be repeated in the near future.
As mentioned above, this confined part of northern Antioquia is still
a hot zone. The major part of the Nechi is controlled by remnants
of guerilla or paramilitary. Impressive amounts of money are in play

and the various groups fight over the control of this production area,
with very little interest in letting their prolific business be exposed to
foreign eyes. It is most unlikely that anything bad would happen in
the case of an encounter, but proceeding into the zone requires
discretion. Risks are minimized while in motion on the river, but the
stress level goes up as soon as scouting or portaging is necessary.
Camp spots must be chosen very carefully, usually safest under the
cover of the jungle or protected by vertical canyon walls.
The upper stretch of the Nechi is mellow, as the river winds through
hills and valleys. After about ten kilometers, a massive landslide
blocks a deep canyon. Huge, white, granite boulders, chaotically
piled in the riverbed, swallow the brown water of the Nechi,
creating a clearly unrunnable section. The skilled and experienced
crew attempting this first descent spent two days of grueling
physical and mental effort to find a way out of this nightmare. At
one point they had to use extended rope work to cross the river, the
only option for them to carry on with their journey!
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Under the curious eyes of local kids, paddlers enjoy a well
deserved beer after the first descent of the Cauca.

Mael Ngyuen on one of the key rapids of the Upper Samana.

Further down, the Nechi is more reasonable, but never easy. As
usual, the bedrock is there but vicious features belie the granite
underlayer. Sieves and undercut are numerous, adding to the
technical and committing aspect of the rapids. For over 40
kilometers, the Nechi worked the group to the core—a hard river
in a dangerous place.
The confluence with the Anori marks the end of the whitewater,
but the political situation only gets hotter. After another half day
of paddling, the Port of Nechi finally appeared on the horizon,
creating a deep sense of relief within the crew.

INFO BOX

How to Get There: Fly directly to Medellín or land in Bogotá.
How to Get Around: Once on land there are a variety of options:

taxi, buses, motorcycles, donkeys, bikes, cartwheels…and if you
are a group of 3 people max, it can be most interesting, though
very slow and unreliable, to try them all. For bigger groups, it is
inevitable to rent a car, preferably with a local driver who doesn’t
care too much about his ride. Colombian roads are hard and
people drive fast. It is also very hard to find your way around the
‘organized chaos’ of Colombia, and local knowledge is usually
more than welcome. It’s possible to find transport in every major
town. Expedition Colombia (www.expeditioncolombia.com )
also offers all kinds of logistics and guided tours.

Lodging: Everywhere you go, you will find a hostel or room for

rent, usually between $5 to $20 a night. Medellín has various
good options, but the one that stand out is Casa Kiwi, located in
the Poblado. It’s easy to find, kayaker friendly and the ambiance
is good. When it comes to spending a night in the jungle, the
hammock, tarp and mosquito net combo is the ultimate
weapon. You won’t find the good lightweight stuff in Colombia,
so remember to pack it up!

Waterlevels: The consequence of a capricious meteorology is

unpredictable hydrology. Foreign boaters must be very cautious
when approaching any river in Colombia. Keep in mind that dry
weather doesn’t mean stable flow. A storm, striking an isolated
part of the watershed you are paddling in, can generate massive
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In sum, Antioquia is a special place on earth, where heavy rains
during the night usually lead to high water and sunshine during
the day. Colombia brings another dimension to kayaking. Life
on the river is easy: with a hammock and a bit of food, you can
go for days. Catch transport to the next drainage and find out
what is there. In those remote regions, you truly live with the
people, and their kindness always amazes.
Kayaking and lifestyle mix into one, and as they say in Colombia,
“Everything is possible, but nothing is for sure.”

fluctuations of water levels, often brutal and short. Colombian
geology is very broken and landslides are extremely frequent,
especially towards the end of the wet season when the soils
are heavy with rain. Rupture of natural dams and other natural
disasters are common. Such phenomena were fatal to Colombia
pioneer Mark Hentz (RIP) while he was forced to camp near
water level in a narrow canyon.
RIVERS:

Cocorna: Easy access, steep and technical, class 5 boulder
garden (day run)

Caldera: Ultra classic class 5, committed and stout (1 or 2 days)
Samana: Beautiful big water, safe and fun, with a bit of spice in

the end!

Verde: Ultimate scenery, deep green water, fun class 3
Guatape: Ideal run for intermediate paddlers, a few hours of

road-accessible class 4

Santo Domingo: Steep, low volume creeking, committed in a
canyon (class 5+, many portages and rappels)
San Juan: Boofy class 5 for hours!
Cascada los Picollo: Sweet park and huck 30 minutes from

Medellín (40 ft)

Cauca: Huge rapids and playspots for days!
Río Rrío: Blue water falling into a sculpted granite canyon (to be
explored)

